.
the category by dividing its estimated proportion of SNP heritability by its expected proportion). Finally, if we are also provided with 50 summary statistics from a second trait, the fourth aim is to estimate the correlation between SNP effect sizes for the two traits. In order to achieve these four aims, we must specify a heritability model, which describes how h allows for any heritability model (i.e., the user can specify arbitrary q j ), whereas LDSC assumes all q j are the same. We recommend 54 using SumHer with the "LDAK Model": q j = [f j (1 − f j )] 0.75 w j , where f j is the minor allele frequency (MAF) of SNP j and w j is 55 a weighting based on local levels of LD. 5, 6 In this model, a SNP with high MAF is expected to contribute more heritability than one 56 with low MAF, while a SNP in a region of low LD is expected to contribute more than one in a region of high LD. By contrast, LDSC
57
estimates are obtained by setting q j = 1, which corresponds to the assumption that all SNPs are expected to contribute equally. 1 We 58 refer to this as the "GCTA Model" as this is a core assumption of the software GCTA.
5, 9

59
A second difference between LDSC and SumHer is how they estimate confounding bias. In a GWAS with no confounding, , where C reflects how much each test statistic is inflated multiplicatively. There are two reasons why we prefer our 65 approach. Firstly, it is standard practice to correct test statistics by scaling (i.e., divide each by C); 10 in theory, one could instead shift 66 test statistics (i.e., subtract A from each), but this would result in some negative values. Secondly, the SumHer model for estimating 67 bias accommodates test statistics that have been subjected to genomic control. 11 Although genomic control is intended to reduce bias,
68
we find that it is often the biggest source of bias in GWAS results and a major hindrance when using summary statistics to interrogate 69 genetic architecture (see below).
70
In total we use six versions of SumHer, which differ according to their assumed heritability model and allowance for confounding 71 bias. LDSC-Zero assumes the GCTA Model and that there is no bias (A = 0, C = 1); this is equivalent to using the LDSC software
with the option --intercept-h2 1. LDSC assumes the GCTA Model and allows for additive bias (A free to vary, C = 1); this 73 is equivalent to using the LDSC software 1 with default options. SumHer-Zero assumes the LDAK Model and that there is no bias
74
(A = 0, C = 1); this is our recommended version when estimating h 2 SNP or enrichments and confident that confounding is negligible.
75
SumHer-GC assumes the LDAK Model and allows for multiplicative bias (A = 0, C free to vary); this is our recommended version 76 when estimating confounding or genetic correlations, or when estimating h 2 SNP or enrichments and it is likely that test statistics are 77 biased due to population structure or relatedness, or were obtained using genomic control or mixed-model association analysis (see 
and that there is no bias (A = 0, C = 1), while Hybrid-GC assumes the same heritability model but allows for multiplicative bias
80
(A = 0, C free to vary). Model (1) is a linear combination of the GCTA and LDAK models, where p indicates the weight assigned to For the same phenotypes, bars now report average estimates of the enrichment of heritability in conserved regions from LDSC-Zero and SumHer-Zero (true enrichment is 1). For each method, the three bars correspond to estimating enrichment using a 2-part, 25-part or 53-part model (see main text). (c) For each of the three heritability models, we now generate 500 additional pairs of phenotypes with genetic correlation 0.5. Bars report average estimates of genetic correlation from LDSC-Zero, LDSC, SumHer-Zero and SumHer-GC. In all plots, vertical line segments mark 95% confidence intervals for the average estimates.
the LDAK model; using this heritability model allows us to compare the fit of the GCTA and LDAK models on real data (see below). Figure 1b reports the estimated enrichment of SNPs in conserved regions. As causal SNPs were picked at random from across the 102 genome, the true enrichment is 1. Again, we see that assuming the correct heritability model produces reliable estimates, but assuming the wrong model can lead to misleading conclusions. we can use REML to estimate how much of the total phenotypic variance explained by SNPs is inflation due to population structure 139 or relatedness. 17, 18 We estimate that on average 3.6% of the variance explained is inflation (range -0.9% to 6.8%), indicating that 140 confounding due to population structure and relatedness is modest ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). 11-fold enrichment), whereas SumHer-Zero estimates that they contribute only 5.1% (SD 0.7) of SNP heritability (1.6-fold enrichment). reported by LDSC and SumHer-GC, but that the latter produces more precise estimates: on average the SumHer-GC estimates have SD 157 about half that of the LDSC estimates, and SumHer-GC finds 18 pairs of traits with significant correlation (P < 0.05), whereas LDSC 158 finds only 4.
141
Figure 2a and Supplementary
159
Comparing heritability models
160
Previously, we compared different heritability models based on the likelihood from REML analysis; we showed that across 42 human 161 traits (average sample size 7 400), log likelihood was on average 9.8 higher if we assumed the LDAK Model rather than the GCTA
162
Model. 5 Those 42 traits included the 13 WTCCC traits we study here. If we repeat that analysis using the 12 eMERGE traits (average 163 sample size 13 000), we find that log likelihood is on average 17 higher under the LDAK Model (Supplementary Table 5 ). In Sup-
164
plementary Table 6 , we show that it remains possible to compare models based on likelihood if only summary statistics are available.
165
However, an alternative, and easier to visualize, method is to fit both the GCTA and LDAK Models simultaneously and allow the data to 166 decide the relative weighting of each. Specifically, we use Hybrid-Zero, with the focus on estimating p in Model (1) Population structure and relatedness
172
Until recently, it was standard to estimate confounding bias via the genomic inflation factor 11 (GIF). However, the GIF tends to over-173 estimate bias, because it makes the assumption that all observed inflation of test statistics is due to confounding. 19 LDSC provides a 174 method for estimating confounding bias which appreciates that substantial inflation can instead be due to causal variation. 1 However,
175
our above simulations indicate that LDSC also tends to over-estimate bias, due to the poor fit of the GCTA heritability model. This
176
is supported by our analysis of the 25 raw GWAS (Supplementary Table 2 ), for which we performed very careful quality control and 177 verified using REML that confounding due to population structure and relatedness is modest ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). LDSC finds 178 substantial bias; its average estimate of the intercept (1 + A) is 1.031 (SD 0.002), which is similar to the average GIF, 1.035. By contrast,
179
SumHer-GC finds that bias is slight; its average estimate of the scaling factor (C) is 1.001 (SD 0.002).
180
We now construct GWAS when there is substantial confounding. is likely that genomic control has been applied. By way of demonstration, we perform genomic control for each of the 25 raw GWAS. can be obtained by using SumHer-GC instead of SumHer-Zero.
204
Analysis of published GWAS results
205
For our main analysis, we use "24 summary GWAS" (12 binary traits, 12 quantitative, average sample size 121 000; see Table 1 ). These
206
are GWAS for which we do not have individual-level data, but have downloaded summary statistics from previously-published analyses. Table 8 ).
211 Figure 3c reports estimates of p, the proportion of LDAK in the heritability model, obtained using Hybrid-GC. Across the 24 212 traits, we estimate p = 0.91 (SD 0.01), indicating that again the data strongly support the LDAK Model over the GCTA Model, although 213 not as strongly as for the 25 raw GWAS (see Discussion). Supplementary Table 9 shows that we reach the same conclusion if we instead 214 use Hybrid-Zero restricted to the 11 traits least impacted by genomic control (p = 0.90; SD 0.01), or if we compare the GCTA and Table 1 : Estimates of confounding bias for the 24 summary GWAS. Columns 2 & 3 report the average sample size (n) and genomic inflation factor (GIF) for each trait. Columns 4-7 report estimates of h 2 SNP and confounding from both LDSC and SumHer-GC (LDSC measures confounding via the intercept 1 + A, while SumHer-GC uses the scaling factor C). Columns 8-11 report the number of significant loci based on the published test statistics, then after correction via genomic control, LDSC and SumHer-GC (dividing test statistics by the GIF, 1 + A and C, respectively). When estimating h 2 SNP , LDSC requires uncorrected test statistics from classical regression. However the test statistics from all 24 GWAS were calculated either using genomic control or mixed-model association analysis;
† indicates the 11 traits for which classical regression was used and the impact of genomic control was lowest. average inflated by 5.7% (SD 0.2), implying that the GWAS tended to under-correct for confounding. By contrast, SumHer-GC finds that 219 test statistics are on average deflated by 7.4% (SD 0.3), indicating that the studies tended to over-correct. We note that the four GWAS 220 with lowest C (0.56 for body mass index, 0.74 for HDL and LDL cholesterol, and 0.73 for triglyceride levels), are all meta-analyses that 221 used genomic control both before and after combining results across cohorts. 35, 38 Figure 5a and Supplementary Table 11 report estimates of enrichment for the 24 functional categories, averaged across the 24 traits.
228
We again see striking differences between the estimates from LDSC (using a 53-part model) and those from SumHer-GC (using a 25-229 part model). For example, LDSC estimates of enrichment range from -1.5 to 7.8, whereas SumHer-GC estimates range from 0. that it should be possible to use information from existing GWAS to improve the efficiency of future analyses. As a demonstration, we 247 consider prediction using polygenic risk scores (PRS). We focus on body mass index, height, HDL & LDL cholesterol and triglyceride 248 levels, as for these five traits we can train prediction models using the 24 summary GWAS, then measure how well these perform on the 249 independent eMERGE data.
250
To construct a PRS, we need estimates of SNP effect sizes. The current standard is to use estimates from single-SNP analysis 251 ("Classical PRS"). However, in Online Methods, we explain how, given a heritability model, we can obtain a prior distribution for v 2 j , 252 the heritability tagged by SNP j, then calculate a "Bayesian PRS" using the posterior mean effect sizes. For each trait, we construct four
253
Bayesian PRS corresponding to four heritability models. First we use the GCTA heritability model (q j = 1). Next we use the "Enriched
254
GCTA Model", obtained by scaling the q j based on the (53-part) estimates of enrichment (e.g., if a category was estimated to have 2-fold 255 enrichment, then the SNPs it contains would have average q j = 2). We similarly construct PRS based on the LDAK Model, then the We have presented SumHer, software for estimating confounding bias, SNP heritability, enrichments of heritability and genetic corre-270 lations from GWAS results. While the aims of SumHer are the same as those of LDSC, the key difference is that SumHer allows the 271 user to specify the heritability model. If SumHer is run using the GCTA Model, its estimates will match those from LDSC. However,
272
we instead recommend using the LDAK Model, which we have shown better reflects real data, and therefore produces more accurate 273 estimates. We have analyzed GWAS results for tens of traits, showing that the impact of using an improved heritability model is often 274 substantial, and overall provides a very different description of the genetic architecture of complex traits than has to date been obtained 275 from LDSC analyses.
276
While the GCTA Model has been used almost exclusively when estimating SNP heritability from summary statistics, alternative 277 models have been used when analyzing individual-level data. A recent submission by Schoech et al.,
13 which has three authors in 278 common with the original LDSC publication, 1 uses the following model: higher), we find it to be inferior to the LDAK Model (on average, its log likelihood is 9.5 lower). Moreover, Figure 1 shows that even 
289
We note that, despite remaining superior to the GCTA Model, the LDAK Model does not perform as well for the 24 summary 290 GWAS (average LDAK Proportion 0.91) as for the 25 raw GWAS (average 1.02). One possible reason for this is that for the 24 291 summary GWAS we had to rely on the quality control performed by the original analysts, which was generally much less strict than we 292 would recommend for heritability analysis. 18 For example, when analyzing the 25 raw GWAS, we restricted to SNPs with imputation 293 information score > 0.99, whereas for the 24 summary GWAS, the most common thresholds were 0.5 and 0.8. There will be a correlation 294 between the heritability of a SNP and its genotyping certainty (a SNP genotyped with error will tag less causal variation than were it 295 perfectly typed), 5 and similarly, there will be a correlation between genotyping certainty and local levels of LD (low-LD regions tend 296 to contain more low-MAF SNPs, which are often hard to genotype reliably, while imputation is easier in high-LD regions). Therefore,
297
including lower-certainty SNPs in a GWAS will generate correlation between the heritability of each SNP and levels of LD, which will 298 result in traits appearing more "GCTA-like". Alternatively, the results for the 24 summary traits might simply reflect that the LDAK
299
Model is not perfect, and will fit some traits better than others. Therefore, we encourage readers to find ways to improve the LDAK 300 Model, either generally or on a per-trait level, which they can do using the tools provided by SumHer for testing and comparing different 301 heritability models on large-scale GWAS data.
302
Two practical advantages of SumHer over LDSC are evidenced by the results for height in Table 1 (for these we used summary 303 statistics from the most recent GIANT Consortium meta-analysis, 39 which has average sample size 245 000). First we focus on estimates bias and that strong correction is required; were we to divide test statistics by 1.73, the number of significant loci drops by over half.
311
By contrast, SumHer-GC estimates the scaling factor (C) to be 1.02 (SD 0.03), indicating that confounding is slight and that almost no 312 correction of test statistics is needed (dividing the test statistics by 1.02 reduces the number of significant loci by only 3%).
313
The most striking differences between LDSC and SumHer are observed when estimating heritability enrichments, as highlighted 314 in Figure 5a . Whereas analyses using LDSC have found that heritability is highly focused in specific genomic regions, SumHer instead
315
shows that heritability is spread far more diffusely across the genome, supporting an omnigenic view of genetic architecture. 8 While the 316 realization that complex traits are even more complicated than previously thought is daunting, as our prediction example demonstrates,
317
it is only by properly understanding their complexity that we can develop more efficient tools for analyzing genetic data. 197-206 (2015) . Genet. 47, 1294 Genet. 47, -1303 Genet. 47, (2015 . Genet. 518, 187-196 (2015 
436
Online Methods
437
The Supplementary Note provides step-by-step code for using SumHer to estimate SNP heritability, confounding bias, heritability 438 enrichments and genetic correlations from summary statistics.
439
Estimating SNP heritability. Suppose that we have summary statistics from a GWAS on n individuals and m SNPs; let S j denote the 440 χ 2 (1) test statistic from regressing the phenotype on X j , the vector of additively-coded genotypes for SNP j, and let n j ≤ n denote the 441 number of individuals used in this regression (note that in the main text, for simplicity, we assumed n j = n). If S j was obtained using 442 classical (i.e., least-squares) linear regression, then
where v 2 j is the total amount of heritability tagged by SNP j. In the main text, we referred to h 2 j as the heritability "directly contributed" by SNP j, to emphasize that while a causal variant can contribute to multiple v 2 j (i.e., be tagged by multiple SNPs), it can only contribute to one h 2 j . More formally, the h 2 j represent a partitioning of h 2 SNP , the total heritability tagged by the m SNPs genotyped by the GWAS; this formal definition appreciates that a causal variant need not be typed to contribute towards h 2 SNP , provided it is tagged by one or more SNPs that have been typed (in which case its heritability will be shared across the h 2 j of the tagging SNPs, even though none of these "directly contribute" this heritability). If there is no population structure or cryptic relatedness, then Cor(X j , X l ) 2 will be negligible for distant SNPs, while for local SNPs, an unbiased estimate of Cor(
where X j is the vector of SNP j genotypes for the n individuals in a reference panel (for accurate estimates of r jl , these individuals should have similar ancestry to those used in the GWAS). Therefore, in place of Equation (2) we use
where the set N j indexes those SNPs "near" SNP j; a working definition of near is two SNPs within 1 cM (Supplementary Figure 2) . recently updated it to q j = w j [f j (1 − f j )] 0.75 r j , reflecting that v 2 j tends to depend on MAF, f j , and genotype certainty, r j (the latter 518 is not relevant in this study as either r j ≈ 1 or was unknown), and we recognize that further improvements will be possible.
519
Quality control and association analysis. To prepare the 13 WTCCC GWAS, we used our previously described protocol. data were provided post-imputation; this was also performed using SHAPEIT and IMPUTE2, but used the 1000 Genomes Project Phase 527 2 reference panel. 16 We converted genotype probabilities to hard calls using a certainty threshold of 0.95, then retained only biallelic
528
SNPs with MAF ≥0.01, call rate ≥0.95, info score ≥0.99 and whose genomic position matched that in the 1000 Genomes Project.
529
Finally, we excluded individuals ancestrally inconsistent (P < 0.05) with non-Finnish Europeans from the 1000 Genomes Project (see
530
Supplementary Figure 11 ) and those whose ethnicity was reported as "Hispanic or Latino", then filtered until no pair remained with 531 estimated relatedness > 0.05 (which left 25 875 individuals).
532
For the 25 raw GWAS, we performed the association analysis using linear regression (regardless of whether the trait was quan-533 titative or binary), including as covariates sex and ten principal components (five derived from the reference panel, five from the 1000
534
Genomes Project 14 ). For the 24 summary GWAS, we used publicly-available summary statistics (Supplementary Table 8 ). For each SNP,
535
SumHer requires the two alleles, the χ 2 (1) test statistic, n j and, when estimating genetic correlations, the direction of effect (relative to 536 the first allele). Given summary statistics, we generally used all SNPs in common with our reference panel (and with consistent alleles), 537 however, for the five GWAS which provided info scores, we also excluded SNPs with score <0.95. Per-SNP sample sizes were only 538 available for eight of the summary GWAS, so for the remainder, we set n j = n, the total sample size.
539
Run times. Given summary statistics and a reference panel, a SumHer analysis has two steps: the first generates a "tagfile", which 540 contains q j + l∈Nj q l r 2 jl for each SNP; the second performs the regression. The latter is trivial, and typically finishes within minutes.
541
The time to compute the tagfile depends mainly on the size of the reference panel; using our preferred reference panel (8 850 individuals) 542 takes ∼1 day on a single CPU, whereas using the non-Finnish Europeans from the 1000 Genomes Project 14 (404 individuals) takes a 543 couple of hours. While we recommend users compute tagfiles from scratch, starting with the subset of SNPs common to both the GWAS 544 and reference panel, we alternatively provide a pre-computed tagfile, which should suffice when the GWAS coverage is high. 
